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Abstract—A metal cabinet is chosen to emulate the environ-
ment within mechatronic systems, which have metal enclosures in
general. There is no channel characterization study for such an
environment to the best our knowledge. The wireless channel
impulse response has been measured in different volumes in
closed metal cabinet at 60 GHz, using a frequency sounding
technique for a line-of-sight (LOS) scenarios. Large root-mean-
square (rms) delay spread (RDS) and very small path loss
coefficients are among the distinguishing features of the developed
channel model.

I. INTRODUCTION

In this paper, we investigate the channel behavior inside
a metal enclosure to design a high-rate short-range wireless
link for mechatronic systems at the 60 GHz license-free band.
Application areas include communication within automobiles,
satellites, aircrafts or industrial machineries. Usually the high
data rate wireless link (peak data rate up to a few tens of Gbps)
is required to transfer the information collected by several
sensors to a control unit and actuators. These environments
with metal enclosures are highly reflective, and the resulting
“long” wireless channels make wireless communications very
challenging.
Frequency domain channel sounding technique is used to

acquire the channel frequency response (CFR) in our mea-
surement campaign. The CFRs are collected for different
distances of Tx and Rx antennas to obtain enough statistics
for further parametric channel modeling. All measurements are
done under the line-of-sight (LOS) condition when no object
hinder the direct path between the transmitter and receiver.
Two different volumes of the metal cabinet are examined
and the results indicate a larger root-mean-square (rms) delay
spread (RDS) for the bigger volume.
Even though the spectrum scarcity argument does not di-

rectly motivate the use of 60 GHz for mechatronic systems
within closed metal enclosures, in which transmissions do not
interfere with other existing communication systems, several
properties do make communication at this free bandwidth
range interesting [1].
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Fig. 1: Measurement setup for channel sounding inside the
metal cabinet.

Small antenna size: at higher frequencies, smaller antennas,
can be squeezed in a small area, and perhaps even be integrated
on a chip [2]. Thus, metal enclosures with a very rich
scattering environment combined with 60 GHz technology and
very-large MIMO technique [3] could enable high data rates
comparable to wired systems.
Physical available bandwidth: More physical bandwidth

is available when we go to higher carrier frequencies. E.g.,
the physical bandwidth that can be used at fc = 2.4 GHz is
limited compared to 7 GHz free spectrum at 60 GHz.

II. MEASUREMENT SET-UP
The set-up depicted in Fig. 1 is used to measure the channel

impulse response (CIR) inside a metal cabinet. The procedure
is as follows.
First, the channel frequency response (CFR) is measured

using a PNA-E series microwave vector network analyzer
(VNA) E8361A from Agilent. Due to the losses inside the
VNA and 60 GHz co-axial cables, the measured signal at
the receiver is weak. A 60 GHz solid state power amplifier
(PA) from QuinStar Inc. (QGW-50662030-P1) was used to
compensate for the losses and to improve the dynamic range.
As transmit and receive antennas, we used two identical

open waveguide antennas operating at 50-75 GHz frequency
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Fig. 2: Open waveguide antennas for the 50-75 GHz frequency
band, with aperture size 3.759! 1.880 mm2 .
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Fig. 3: Field radiated by the TE10 mode in open waveguide
antenna with respect to ! angle.

band, with aperture size 3.759!1.880mm2, which is shown in
Fig. 2. Radiation pattern for the used open waveguide antenna
is simulated in Matlab, as depicted in Fig. 3. The radiated
pattern at half E-plane is nearly isotropic.
The measurement bandwidth is set to Bw = 5 GHz, and

the channel is sampled from 57 GHz to 62 GHz at Ns =
12001 frequency points. This results in a frequency spacing
of !fs = 0.416 MHz, so that the time resolution is "res =
1

Bw
= 0.2 ns and the maximum measurable excess delay is

"max = 2400 ns.
To investigate the channel behavior within the metal cabinet,

we considered two LOS scenarios. Scenario 1 where we used a
metal enclosure of dimension 100!45!45 cm3 and Scenario 2
where a metal enclosure of a larger dimension is examined,
i.e., 100! 45! 180 cm3.
For both scenarios, the location of the transmit antenna was

kept fixed. The channel was measured at various locations
in 3 dimensions, i.e., x, y, z axes, as specified in Table I.
This produced 96 receiver locations for both the considered

Fig. 4: Reference LOS measurement for calibration and
excluding the antenna effects on the CIR. Two waveguide
antennas are covered with soft tissues (for protection) and
placed at a distance of 25 cm with an aid of two stand holders
to avoid possible movements during the measurement.

scenarios. The transmit antenna was fixed at co-ordinate

x-axis y-axis z-axis
Scenario 1 15-85 cm; 8 steps 5-30 cm; 6 steps 15, 30 cm
Scenario 2 15-85 cm; 8 steps 5-30 cm; 6 steps 35, 140 cm

TABLE I: Receive antenna co-ordinates.

(xt, yt, zt) = (65, 15, 0) cm for all measurements.

III. DATA PROCESSING

Post-processing of the data is required to extract the CIR
from the measured frequency domain signals. Prior to the
IFFT, we compensate the antenna and instrument responses
using an inverse filtering technique [4], [5]. This method uses
a reference LOS measurement by placing the transmitter and
receiver at a distance of 25 cm outside the metal cabinet
(free space). The setting for reference LOS measurement is
shown in Fig. 4. The CFR for each measurement is obtained
by excluding the CFR of the reference measurement, as it
represents (approximately) the combined impulse response of
the transmit and receive antennas and the measurement system.
For more detailed explanation see [1].
A sample CIR after and before inverse filtering is shown

in Fig. 5. It is clear that the channel is still well above the
noise level even after 1000 ns. It should be noted, that the
delay introduced by the cables and system are removed from
the calibrated CIR after inverse filtering.
We performed power normalization for model parameters,

that do not depend on the absolute power (i.e., the small-
scale channel model). The dynamic range of the received
signal is in the order of 70 dB, considering the noise level
at "70 dB after normalization to zero dB. To reduce the
computational complexity and also to avoid windowing artifact
after inverse discrete Fourier transform (IDFT), the tail of the
channel impulse response is truncated for further parameter
estimations. We apply a threshold level taking into account
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Fig. 5: Sample CIR from scenario 1 before and after inverse
filtering with Tx-Rx d = 33 cm apart, compared to the
measured reference CIR (free space, Tx-Rx d0 = 25 cm apart).
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Fig. 6: Average received power for different thresholds in
scenario 1.

the noise level, the amount of total received power and the
relevant multipath components [6], [7].
As can be seen in Fig. 6, 98% of the total power is captured

by fixing the threshold on 30 dB which is almost 40 dB above
the noise level. In Fig. 7, interestingly, the remaining CIR is
about 800 ns which is very unusual compared to typical indoor
channels reported in the literature.

IV. LARGE-SCALE CHANNEL MODEL: PATH-LOSS
The large-scale channel model parameterizes the transmis-

sion loss as well as fading due to blockage and shadowing,
statistically. It is essential for any wireless system to study
the large scale behavior of the channel for further link budget
calculation and modeling the channel variation aspects. The
path-loss model can be written in logarithmic scale as

PL(d)dB = PL(d0)dB + #10 log10(
d

d0
) +X! , (1)

where PL(d)dB is the average received power at a distance
d (m) relative to a reference distance d0 (m), # represents the
path-loss exponent, and X! is a log-normal random variable
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Fig. 7: Sample CIR with 30 dB threshold and received paths
for scenario 1.
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PL(d) = 53.439 + 0.004 · 10 log 10(d)

Fig. 8: Path-loss as function of distance.

with standard deviation $ [dB] reflecting the variation (in
dB) caused by flat fading (shadowing or slow fading). The
formula (1) suggests that the average received power decreases
exponentially with increasing distance between transmitter and
receiver.

The path-loss exponent # is obtained by measuring the
received power for different distances between the transmit
and receive antennas. The distance related path loss term
(Pt " Pr) in Fig. 8 shows that the path-loss exponent # is
very small (around 0.02-0.004), suggesting that in such a
closed metal environment there is nearly no loss in the received
power as function of distance. When compared to narrowband
indoor systems some measurements have reported a path-loss
exponent of # in the range 1.6" 6 [4].
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V. SMALL-SCALE CHANNEL MODEL: RMS DELAY
SPREAD (RDS)

A wireless channel can be characterized by its small-scale
properties caused by the reflections in the environment, which
are modeled as multipath components. Some of the important
parameters that describe the small-scale variations are the
RDS, and the time decay constant (TDC).

A. RMS delay spread

The RMS delay spread describes the time dispersion of the
channel, i.e., the distribution of the received power in time.
A large delay spread causes severe inter-symbol interference
(ISI) and can deteriorate the system performance. The RDS
is obtained by first estimating the individual path parameters
{(a2n, tn)} for each observation, and then computing

trms =
!

t̄2 " (t̄)2, t̄" =

"N
n=1

a2nt
"
n

"N
n=1

a2n
,

where t̄, t̄2 and t̄" are the first, second and % moment of the
power delay profile, respectively. Fig. 9 shows the cumulative
distribution function (CDF) of the estimated RDS values for
both the scenarios. The mean value of the normal distribution,
obtained after fitting, reveals the average length of the channel.
We obtained values of 113.4 ns (scenario 1), and 159.1
ns (scenario 2 ). These mean RDS values are significantly
larger than that of the conventional indoor channels, which
are typically in the range 4 " 21 ns. The larger RDS values
will impact the signal processing and system design, e.g., the
channel equalization and residual inter block interference (IBI)
after equalization, and hence, the achievable data rates.
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Fig. 10: LS fit for time decay constant is leading to an
estimated &k(ns) for each measurement.

B. Time decay constant

The current IEEE standard channel models are mostly based
on the Saleh-Valenzuela (SV) model [8], [9]. In the SV channel
model, the multipaths are considered as a number of rays
arriving within different clusters, and separate power decay
constants are defined for the rays and the clusters.
Our measurement results do not show that the multipath

components form clusters. A physical justification comes from
the fact that multipath reflections are coming from the (same)
walls. In this case, the average power delay profile (PDP) is
defined by only one decay parameter & rather than the common
SV model with two decay parameters. The model with one
decay parameter is given by

ā2n = ā20 exp ("tn/&) , (2)

where ā20 and ā2n are the (statistical) average power of the first
and nth multipath component, respectively, and & is the power
decay time constant for arriving rays, assumed as a random
variable. We estimate & for each measurement in every sce-
nario using a least-squares curve fitting on log(a2n)/ log(a

2
0),

as shown in Fig. 10.
After estimating &ks for all of measurements, the statistical

parameter for time decay constant is characterized by the
best fitted probability density function (PDF) for &. Gaus-
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Fig. 11: PDF fittings for time decay constant &.

sian, Gamma, and Weibull distributions are commonly used
to statistically model & [5], [6]. Here we examined theses
three distributions for our measured data and the results are
presented in Fig. 11.
For the Gaussian distribution µ and $ represent the mean

and standard divination, respectively, for the fitted PDF. For
the Gamma distribution, the parameters # and % are computed
for all scenarios from the empirical data. The Gamma distri-
bution is given by

f(x|#,%) =
x#!1

%#G(#)
exp("

x

%
), (3)

where G(#) is a Gamma function.
The scale and shape parameters are ' and k, respectively,

for the Weibull distribution which is given by

f(x|', k) =
# k

$k xk!1 exp
$

" (x$ )
k
%

if x ! 0
0 if x < 0

(4)

The estimated TDC parameters are significantly large com-
pared to the typical indoor wireless channels. For instance, in
IEEE 802.15 standard for the CM1, CM4 and CM9 channels,
reported mean & values (Gaussian) are in order of 4.35, 0.42
and 61.1, respectively [10]. Obviously, this indicates the non
damping environment inside the metal cabinet as it reflects in
other model parameters as well.

VI. CONCLUSIONS
A parametric channel model has been proposed for the

60 GHz band in an environment within a metal enclosure.
The most distinguishing features compared to conventional
indoor environments are the very small path-loss exponent and
significantly longer channel. This behavior is caused by the
non-damping effect of the metal walls, and needs for more
sophisticated channel equalization schemes to combat such
long channels.
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